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BIO

BEC BRIDESON Gender Intelligence Pioneer
Using gender to open eyes, ears and minds
to new profitable opportunities.
In 1998, Bec Brideson became the
youngest female advertising Creative
Director in Australia and joined
an exclusive rank attained by only
3% of female creatives in the world.
Bec’s innovative work on clients such
as Virgin, Holden and many others
won numerous awards bolstering
her reputation for unique ideas and
indispensable value. Adland’s favourite
female prodigy rose up the ranks with
rapidity, yet Bec recognised both the
gender inequity around her as well
as a lucrative ad-land blind spot.
This led to Bec opening her own
agency, Venus Comms, the first in
Australia focused on revolutionising
marketing-to-women in 2004.
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Over the past number of years,
Bec has expanded by opening up
a consultancy practice where she
advises businesses like AFL and
AGL on how to leverage the impact
of the fast-rising and very lucrative
female economy.
Bec has written her first book
on the female dollar called ‘Blind
Spots’ and is now a highly sought
after speaker. Bec travels globally
and nationally to talk about her
successful methodology and singular
perspective on how we can improve
the way modern businesses connects
with and leverages the disruptive
and growing force of the disruptive
female dollar.

BOOK

Bec Brideson’s debut business bible explores the $28 trillion female
economy, and outlays the definitive methodology and business
transformation required to acquire and retain the new lucrative female
consumer. Download your free extract here.

¢

Corporate bulk buys are available. Please contact us to find out more.

CUSTOM speakership engagements come with a complimentary copy
of Blind Spots per attendee. (Value: $30 × per attendee for no additional
outlay. Delivery and shipping costs may apply. Max. 200)
¢

¢ To request complimentary giveaway copies for a speaking engagement,
please contact Bec’s Business Manager here.

Buy it from any of the following retailers.
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SPEAKING
TOPICS

¢

 e defer timing to the
W
client, however keynotes
are generally between
20 – 40 minutes.

¢

Q&As following are 15 minutes.

¢

 lease refer to Bec’s Speaking
P
page for more topics and
workshops (Empowerment
Work Strategies, Inspirational
Talks, Branding Workshops)

¢

 ustom and bespoke
C
keynotes aligned to your
needs are available.

¢

 ro-bono engagements
P
also available.

¢

 or pricing, please
F
e-mail us here.
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WOMENOMICS

FEMALE LENS

A revealing and in-depth look at
how the new female economy is
changing the world, our lives but
in particular business. Like with
technological transformation, Bec
makes the compelling business
case for why senior leaders should
leverage the female$ dollar through
proactivity now, not reactivity later.

In the face of increased political
volatility, economic stagnancy, and
rising tech costs – it’s time we turn
to low-cost innovation that has been
right under our noses. Bec Brideson
makes the case for expanding our
historically traditional business lens,
to include the singular innovation
and modern insight of the female
lens. Packed with numerous local and
international case studies, Bec takes
you through her singular framework
for how a female lens can build
your business an assured and very
profitable future that engages and
maximises the talent of your staff and
the rise of the new female economy.

WHO
C-suite, Boards,
Heritage Businesses,
Traditionalist thinkers – those
who are in need of the business
case for why women should
be your next investment if
innovation, disruption and
growth are on the
agenda for 2018.

WHO
All businesses, and
business leaders – of
all sizes, shapes and scale
who are curious about how
to leverage the full power
and impact of gender
intelligence in their
organisation.

GENDER
INTELLIGENCE
Get the low-down on Bec Brideson’s
proven methodology for capturing
a greater share of the female market
and 30% growth year on year. Bec
is keen to share it with innovative
businesses, and disruptive and
visionary leaders who want to get
ahead of the future, and leverage
gender in the pursuit of greater and
more lucrative opportunities and the
fast-rising female$ dollar.

WHO
Clever business leaders,
start-ups, disruptors,
innovators, futurists and
technologists who want
to innovate and be earlyadopters of gender
intelligence.

SPEAKING

ENGAGEMENTS
NSW OFFICE OF SPORT

AFLW GENDER SCIENCE

3% CONFERENCE, AUSTRALIA

MARKETING TO MUMS

THE INDIE SUMMIT, UK

3% NEW YORK GOOGLE FORUM, USA

CANNES LIONS, FRANCE

VACC WOMEN IN AUTOMOTIVE

PAUSEFEST

CURVY CONFERENCE

MUMBRELLA 360

VITALITY BRANDS

CARSALES.COM

DATTNER GRANT PANEL

AIST MARKETING IN ACTION
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TESTIMONIALS

“
“

“Brideson delivered a blistering
and powerful presentation and
her speech is peppered with
what is clearly her passion and
frustration in equal measures.”

DAVID REID
Founder/Co-Chair, Swinburne Advertising Industry Forum

“

“Bec’s presentation style and
succinct messaging was fantastic.
Bec convinced the men in the
room to think differently and
provoked a lot of thought on the
whole ‘she economy’. Thank you
again, you were brilliant.”

“Bec Brideson spoke on the power
of 'Women as Consumers' at the Indie
Summit 2017, our flagship conference
for independent agency leaders. Bec
is a compelling and engaging speaker.
She has a clear point of view but a
thoughtful manner of presentation,
which connects extremely well with an
audience. Her insights are shocking and
fascinating by turn. The case she makes
is extremely relevant to the success
of our industry, as well as the good
of society as a whole.”

DR IMOGEN REID
Industry Policy Advisor, VACC

JULIAN BOULDING
President, thenetworkone, UK

NANCY HROMIN
Founder, B&T, Misfits Media

“

“Bec Brideson was truly inspirational, highlighting the fact that whilst statistics tell a sad story,
there are positive changes occurring, and therefore all is not lost. Bec’s incisive assessment
proves that there is no better time than now to address gender inequality and to pursue the
female opportunity to sustain the future of advertising.”
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“

“Bec's message about the value of the
female economy, how to tap into it and
the necessary cultural alignment really
set the tone for our event Unleashing the
Value of Women's Sport forum. We truly
appreciate Bec's contribution and look
forward to an opportunity to work with
Bec again on realising the full potential
of women's sport.”
KERRY TURNER
Manager, Participation & Partnerships,
NSW Office of Sport

LET’S TALK
Ready to engage or interested in learning
more about what Bec can do for you?
BEC ALSO DOES:
¢
¢
¢

full programs
mentoring
media requests

CONTACT US
mel@becbrideson
03 9510 7000
becbrideson.com
@becbrideson
Bec Brideson
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